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Conventional supersymmetry searches rely on large missing momentum and, on that account, are
unsuitable for discovering superpartners nearly degenerate with the LSP. Such “compressed regions”
are best probed by dedicated strategies that exploit their unique kinematic features. We consider
a case study of a compressed gluino-bino simplified spectrum, motivated by its ability to set the
dark matter relic abundance via co-annihilation. A kinematic variable suited to this spectrum is
introduced, by which, for a gluino-bino mass splitting of 100 GeV, the discovery reach is extendable
to mg˜ = 850 GeV (1370 GeV) at LHC center-of-mass energy 8 TeV (13 TeV) with luminosity 20
fb−1 (3000 fb−1). The non-trivial role played by soft triggers is also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetry remains the most popular resolution
to the question of stabilizing the electroweak scale. Fur-
thermore, scenarios containing R-parity are highly mo-
tivated to avoid rapid proton decay; they give as sub-
product a dark matter (DM) candidate in the form of
the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). Search sig-
natures conventionally rely on large missing transverse
momentum (MET) coming from the LSP accompanied
by energetic visible states such as jets, leptons and pho-
tons. This approach, however, fails for a superpartner
spectrum of near-degenerate states, the so-called com-
pressed regions of parameter space. Due to poor sensi-
tivities to subdued MET and visible energies, the kine-
matics of such spectra are not easily distinguished from
Standard Model (SM) production. Compressed spectra,
at the same time, hold cosmological interest as they play
a unique role in setting the abundance of dark matter.
They can possibly modify the effective thermal cross-
section at the point of DM freezeout by the mechanism
of co-annihilation [1]. If weak scale supersymmetry were
to hide in such parametric regions, it is an important
challenge to better our strategies for enhancing search
sensitivities.
In the case of colored superpartner production, collider
searches for compressed spectra are plagued by another
problem. Consider a simplified model with a colored su-
perpartner C˜ and a neutralino LSP χ˜01 that are nearly
mass degenerate. The jets that C˜ decay into are gener-
ally soft, and thus the event is contaminated with ini-
tial state radiation (ISR), confounding jets+MET-based
searches. However, this feature can be turned into an ad-
vantage. Monojet searches are capable of looking for par-
ticles carrying missing energy recoiling against the ISR
that dominates compressed regions [2–6]; the sensitivity,
unfortunately, remains poor. In the case of compressed
stop searches, some headway has been made by avail-
ing spin correlations [7], an approach shown to outdo
traditional searches when the stop is near-degenerate
with the top quark in mass. Recent papers [8–11] have
suggested searching for generic compressed stop regions
(mt˜ ≈ mχ˜0 + mt) by taking advantage of the ISR-
domination together with the fact that heavy stops and
LSPs are slow-moving in the lab frame.
In this paper, we will adopt the latter approach to
hunt for other colored superpartners; we will improve
upon it, and show that search sensitivities for such part-
ners residing in compressed spectra can be enhanced sig-
nificantly, even using existing Run I data. As a case
study, we will pick a simplified model with a gluino taken
slightly heavier than a bino LSP. We make this choice
motivated by its well-known viability in setting the relic
abundance of DM by means of co-annihilation [12–18]
and the relative safety of bino DM from limits set by
direct detection experiments. The central idea of gluino-
bino co-annihilation is that while binos self-annihilate in-
efficiently, naively prompting overclosure of the universe,
the simultaneous annihilation of gluinos in the thermal
bath can effectively help drive the relic abundance down
to the observed value. Analogous co-annihilation scenar-
ios involving squarks, including stop-LSP and sbottom-
LSP co-annihilation, are also possible. These can also be
covered by our collider search strategy. Our strategy can
also be easily generalized to a new (non-supersymmetric)
particle of any color structure and spin – the possibili-
ties are itemized in [14] – and to Dirac masses. (For a
comprehensive list of co-annihilation spectra in simpli-
fied DM models see [19].) We leave such generalizations
to future work.
The calculation of the precise relic abundance Ωχh
2 of
the gluino-bino spectrum must take into account the ef-
fects of the co-annihilation process, Sommerfeld enhance-
ment and the formation of gluino-gluino bound states
that may decouple from the plasma [16]. These effects
determine, for a given gluino mass, the size of the gluino-
LSP mass splitting ∆M , usually computed numerically.
In our analysis, we will not concern ourselves with the
precise determination of ∆M required for the observed
Ωχh
2, since our focus is on the collider search. For gluinos
lighter than 8 TeV, it has been computed that ∆M ranges
between a few 10’s of GeV and 140 GeV [14–17]. Moti-
vated by this, we set
∆M = 100 GeV (1)
throughout the analysis.
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In our simplified model, squarks, charginos and the
other neutralinos are decoupled from the spectrum and
their masses set at 10 TeV. We remark that taking
squarks any heavier can lead to two consequences:
(1) As explained in [16] and [17], if the squarks are
& 100 times heavier than the gluino-bino system, the rate
of interconversion between gluinos and binos at the time
of freezeout becomes so slow that the number densities of
either species become uncorrelated and evolve indepen-
dent of each other. The validity of the co-annihilation
calculation is then compromised.
(2) O(100 TeV) squarks suppress the decay width of
the gluino, such that for ∆M ∼ 100 GeV, the decay
length & O(mm). As demonstrated in [17], this region
can be probed by displaced vertices at the LHC. Since
our focus is on prompt decays, we wish to avoid this
region, although it must be noted that our strategy can
complement displaced vertex searches if the squarks are
very heavy.
With all superpartners besides the gluino and bino de-
coupled, gluino pair production will proceed dominantly
via QCD, so the sole free parameter in our analysis is
the gluino mass, mg˜. The simplified model as we have
described here corresponds to the CMS model “T1qqqq”
with the decay topology g˜ → qqχ˜01. Current limits set by
ATLAS and CMS on this topology at the 8 TeV LHC [20–
24] have ruled out mg˜ . 600 GeV for ∆M = 100 GeV,
and hence we will deal with mg˜ ≥ 600 GeV. As a com-
parison, we remind the reader that the bound on this
scenario for a massless LSP is mg˜ & 1400 GeV.
There has been some recent theory literature exploring
the compressed gluino scenario. For instance, Ref. [25]
studies the use of “fat jets” that capture the partons
from gluino decay. Ref. [26] looks for the radiative de-
cay g˜ → gluon + χ˜01 in special parametric regions. The
applicability of variables already in experimental use is
explored in [27, 28], where limits are set for benchmark
spectra. In contrast, we will develop a strategy custom-
built for the compressed gluino region. Another im-
portant difference is in the motivation: while Ref. [28]
achieves the correct Higgs mass from radiative correc-
tions and carefully analyzes dark matter constraints, we
ignore these considerations, focusing only on our simpli-
fied spectrum and its collider strategy. Finally, special-
ized analyses similar in spirit to the strategy proposed
here but aimed at compressed electroweakino spectra
have been studied [29–40].
II. THE ANALYSIS
At the LHC, following QCD pair-production, gluinos
decay to the LSP and jets through off-shell squarks:
p p→ g˜ g˜ → 2(q˜)∗ + 2j → 2χ˜01 + 4j . (2)
We consider in our analysis only decays to the first
two quark generations, taken massless. To begin with,
it is enlightening to study the partonic level decay,
g˜1g˜2 → (χ˜01qq¯)1(χ˜01qq¯)2. The final state jets then have
the following two features:
Partonic Feature A
The invariant mass of a pair of quarks that each gluino
decays into is bounded from above by the mass splitting
between the gluino and the LSP, i.e.,
m(qq¯)i ≤ ∆M, i = 1, 2 . (3)
Partonic Feature B
Heavy gluinos are produced nearly at rest in the lab
frame, leaving the decay products with little energy to
carry. The jets produced in such events then tend to be
soft:
Eqi . O(∆M), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 . (4)
The exact upper bound on the energy depends on sˆ and
the mass of the gluino being produced, and can be de-
termined by locating the edge of the energy distributions
of the individual jets. For example, at sˆ = 13 TeV, we
find the maximum jet energy to be 220 GeV for a 600
GeV gluino (and a 500 GeV LSP). This edge occurs at
smaller energies for heavier gluinos and for sˆ = 8 TeV.
This feature can also be interpreted in terms of the an-
gular separation between the q-q¯ pairs, ∆θqq¯. For small
angles, we have mqq¯ ' (EqEq¯)1/2∆θqq¯. If a cut Emin
were imposed as on the energy of the jets, the angular
separation would be bounded on both sides:
mqq¯
∆M
. ∆θqq¯ ≤ mqq¯
Emin
. (5)
On the other hand, the angular separation of background
jet pairs is not bounded from below since Eq. (4) does
not apply to them.
As we now move to more realistic, hadronic level
events, the picture changes in two important respects.
Firstly, the event is generally contaminated with ISR. As
mentioned in the Introduction, monojet + MET searches
take advantage of this feature, even though the sensitiv-
ity may only improve marginally, as shown by the 13
TeV, high-luminosity projection made in [6]. Secondly,
due to ISR and FSR effects, the jet multiplcity is gener-
ally larger than 4. Accounting for these complications,
the key points of information in the signal event are listed
below. These shall be the features we hope to recover in
a realistic analysis.
(i) As a consequence of Eq. (3), at least two differ-
ent pairs of jets have an invariant mass bounded by
∆M .
(ii) As a consequence of Eq. (4), the non-ISR jets
are generally soft (and much softer than the ISR
jets).
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(iii) The gluinos, being heavier than 600 GeV, will
be slow-moving after being produced1. A heavy χ˜01
emitted from a gluino is nearly at rest in the gluino
rest frame; therefore, we expect a common boost
factor for g˜ and χ˜01 when boosting their momenta to
the lab frame. Thus we expect pTg˜//ET = mg˜/mχ˜0 .
However, as the gluinos recoil against ISR jets in
the event, we have pTg˜ ' pTISR . Combining these
observations, we see that the distribution of the ra-
tio pTISR//ET peaks at mg˜/mχ˜0 ' 1 for the signal.
This feature was employed in increasing the sensi-
tivity of compressed top squark searches by [8–10],
and can be translated to our scenario.
At this point it would be most useful to tag ISR jets in
order to proceed with our analysis. While this cannot be
done exactly, we propose a rudimentary ISR tag based
on the energy of the jet; motivated by Eq. (4), we pick
EISRtag = ∆M as a demarcating value, such that a hard
jet with energy > EISRtag is tagged as an ISR jet, while a
jet with energy softer than EISRtag is tagged as an “honest
jet”. This choice of EISRtag enjoys an advantage in defining
our cuts, as will be explained later. Having distinguished
between jets in this manner, we can infer a fourth feature
of the signal event:
(iv) ISR jets are generally expected to be fewer in
number than honest jets. Put differently, the dis-
tribution of the ratio NISR/Nhonest is expected to
peak at lower values for the signal compared to the
background.
II.1. Backgrounds
The dominant irreducible background to our process is
Z+ 4j production followed by the invisible decay of Z to
neutrinos. Another large background is also generated by
processes with “lost leptons”: W + 4j, tt¯ and single-top
production can result in jets, MET and a lepton, and the
lepton may be lost due to failed isolation, reconstruction
or acceptance. This lost lepton background turns out to
be more important than Z + 4j. When our basic cuts
(to be described in the next sub-section) and vetos of
charged leptons and b-jets are applied, the background
cross-sections are as follows2 – Z + 4j: 1870 fb, W + 4j:
1125 fb, tt¯: 1764 fb, single top: 316 fb. The large rates
in the lost lepton background are due to the efficiencies
of detector simulation; we find about 30% of leptons are
lost and 30% of b-jets fail to be tagged.
1 The assumption of a slow-moving LSP in the lab frame can be
easily checked as follows. The /ET distribution must peak at ∆M ,
hence the boost factor βT γT = /ET /mχ˜0 ≈ ∆M/mχ˜0 . Since we
consider mχ˜0 > 500 GeV, βT γT < 0.2 or βT < 0.2.
2 These values were generated using Madgraph5-aMC@NLO [41]
at lowest order and using the default parton distribution func-
tions and scale choices.
These background processes provide multiple jets that
are generally more energetic than the honest jets of the
signal. The jets are also roughly isotropic, unlike the
signal jets where most of the soft jets recoil against the
hard ISR. These features can help discriminate the signal
from background.
One other potentially dangerous background is QCD
multijet production, where /ET arises from mismeasured
jets. The prodigious rates of these processes (about 109
pb) precludes their estimation by Monte Carlo simu-
lation. However, it is possible to render the multijet
background harmless with a sufficiently hard /ET cut,
as shown in existing analyses with similar final states,
such as [13, 48]. We will assume this approach, and will
present in Sec. II.3 similar cuts to eliminate the QCD
background. See also [20], where this background is con-
trolled with cuts on variables such as /ET /
√
HT , where
HT is the sum of jet pT ’s passing a selection cut.
II.2. Cut Flow
We generate partonic level events with Madgraph5-
aMC@NLO [41], demanding jet pT > 40 GeV and |η| <
2.5, and /ET > 60 GeV (90 GeV) for
√
s = 8 TeV (13
TeV). The set of parton distribution functions (PDFs)
used is NN23LO1 [42]. We then feed the events to
PYTHIA6.420 [43] for parton showering, and simulate
the detector response with PGS4 [44]. The jets are iden-
tified by an anti-kT jet-clustering algorithm [45] with dis-
tance parameter 0.5. The b-tagging efficiency peaks at
50% with a mistag rate of 1-2%. For a description of the
reconstruction of b-jets, taus, leptons and photons, see
[44].
For our analysis, we first veto events with b-tagged
jets, hadronically decaying taus, photons and leptons,
then apply basic cuts requiring a minimum jet pT of 40
GeV, and /ET > /E
cut
T,8(/E
cut
T,13) for
√
s = 8 TeV (13 TeV).
The values of /E
cut
T,8 and /E
cut
T,13 chosen are partly set by
triggering requirements and partly by ambiguities in the
background estimation.
To make a realistic estimate of the signal significance,
we take into account the full working range of existing
triggers. For this we use the simulated trigger efficiencies
provided in [46] for sˆ = 8 TeV and [47] for sˆ = 13
TeV. The 8 TeV trigger (called “EF EmissT > 60 GeV,
L2 > 40 GeV, L1 > 35 GeV”) turns on at /ET = 50 GeV
with 10% efficiency and steadily improves until it reaches
100% efficiency at /ET = 140 GeV. It remains fully effi-
cient until /ET = 300 GeV, beyond which the efficiencies
are not presented. The MET bin size in this plot is 10
GeV. Similarly the 13 TeV trigger (“HLT_PFMETNoMu90_
JetIdCleaned_PFMHTNoMu90_IDTight”) turns on at
/ET = 90 GeV at 17% and becomes 100% efficient in the
range 270-460 GeV, with bin size 10 GeV. To apply these
triggers, we first make /ET distributions of the signal
and background with the corresponding bin size and
range, and then convolve them with the efficiencies. It
3
Cut Signal cross-section (fb) Z + 4j cross-section (fb) “Lost leptons” cross-section (fb)
Basic cut + trigger 5.77± 0.06 1390± 13 2282± 46
Cut I 3.05± 0.04 393± 7 544± 22
(53%) (28%) (24%)
Cut II 2.72± 0.04 288± 6 393± 18
(47%) (21%) (17%)
Cut III 2.24± 0.04 145± 4 242± 15
(39%) (10%) (10%)
TABLE I. Signal and background leading order cross-sections at the end of each cut, for mg˜ = 1 TeV and /E
cut
T,8 = 60 GeV at√
s = 8 TeV, L = 20 fb−1. The errors shown are statistical. The efficiency with respect to the original cross-section is denoted
in parentheses. Cut III can be seen to be the strongest discriminator. The cuts are described in the text.
is interesting to consider the gain or loss by accounting
for the full trigger range and its efficiencies as just
described. Suppose first a hypothetical scenario in which
the trigger is ideal, i.e., it is 100% efficient in its entire
working range. Then our procedure of convolving MET
distributions with trigger efficiencies reduces to simply
using the former to discriminate signal and background.
In that case, we find the significance to improve by at
most 10%. Therefore, the use of imperfect efficiencies
results in only a small loss in significance for compressed
spectra. Next, let us consider the outcome if we had
ignored imperfect efficiencies, and only selected events
from the fully efficient region. Now the significance
declines by a factor of ∼ 1.5. LHC searches utilize,
unfortunately, only this limited trigger range where the
efficiency is 100%. The signal acceptance of compressed
spectra is further impaired in these searches by the
imposition of a hard cut on the scalar sum of jet pT ’s
(HT ). Due to these practices, the signal significance is
greatly reduced.
We now construct a three-step cut flow taking into
account the signal features (i)-(iv) mentioned in the
beginning of the section.
Cut I
In the absence of ISR, the signal event must contain
multiple soft jets. We demand
Nhonest ≥ n . (6)
The invariant mass squared of a jet pair is
m2j1j2 = 4E1E2 sin
2(∆θ12/2). We expect the angu-
lar separation between the honest jets to be small, since
they are emitted from near-collinear gluinos recoiling
against ISR. Thus, m2j1j2 ≈ E1E2∆θ212. By choosing
EISRtag = ∆M , we ensure mj1j2 ≤ ∆M . It follows that if
we pick n = 4, this cut is tantamount to the statement
in signal feature (i). We therefore use this as our choice
of n. Smaller values of n would admit more signal, but
the background is also much larger.
Cut II
As the gluinos and ISR jets are back-to-back, we ask
the MET and the pT of the hardest ISR jet to be on
opposite sides of the beam axis:
||∆φ(/ET , jISR,max)| − pi| ≤ 1.5 . (7)
Cut III
Taking into account features (ii)-(iv), we impose
ρ ≡
∑NISR
i=0 E
i
ISR
/ET
NISR
Nhonest
≤ k(√s,mg˜), (8)
where EiISR are the energies of ISR jets. k(
√
s,mg˜) is an
O(1) number optimized for the collider center-of-mass
energy
√
s and for the gluino mass. In practice, we find
k = 0.9− 2 for √s = 8 TeV and k = 2 for √s = 13 TeV.
The primary difference between the cut used in [8–10] for
compressed stop searches and our cut here is the weight-
ing by the ratio NISR/Nhonest in our case. This a re-
flection of signal feature (iv), which is unique to gluino
production – unlike squark production, the final state
here (not counting the ISR) must contain four jets. Due
to this weighting, we expect the signal events to occupy
the ρ distribution chiefly at values close to zero. Another
difference is our use of ISR jet energies instead of the pT
of the leading jet. We find the background distribution
of the former more even, leading to a clear peak in ρ for
the signal.
We will find this cut to be the strongest discriminant
between signal and background, as it takes into account
the uniquest features of the signal: the slowness of χ˜01,
the back-to-back nature of the gluinos and ISR, and the
multiplicities of ISR and honest jets. These features are
absent in the background, which is more isotropic, and
has generally fewer honest jets and more ISR jets.
To further visualize how ρ distinguishes signal from
background, we chart in Fig. 1 area-normalized his-
tograms of each quantity on the LHS of Eq. 8. For illus-
tration we take for the signal mg˜ = 1 TeV, and generate
events at
√
s = 8 TeV. We find that for the relative po-
sitions of the signal peak with respect to background are
the following for each quantity –
∑NISR
i=0 E
i
ISR: lower, /ET :
4
higher, NISR: lower, Nhigher: higher. The overall effect
is to tug more signal than background toward smaller ρ.
II.3. Results
Before presenting the results of our analysis, we will
clarify some subtleties regarding our background estima-
tion.
First, mismeasured jets from QCD production provide
a background component that cannot be simulated due
to their high rates. This problem is usually confronted
by applying certain cuts on jet multiplicity, jet pT , /ET
and the angular separation between the leading jets and
/ET , and proceeding under the assumption that this back-
ground is removed [48]. To our knowledge, there is no
consensus on what the choices of cuts are (they must be
derived from data and depend on the final state). There-
fore, multiple values are considered for our basic /ET cuts:
/E
cut
T,8 = 60, 100, 140 GeV; /E
cut
T,13 = 90, 180 GeV .
The lowest of these values is chosen following existing
triggers and gives the most optimistic bound or discovery
reach. We assume that by virtue of these cuts, alongside
our basic jet pT cut and large jet multiplicity, the QCD
multijet background is eliminated.
Next, we have used lowest order values for all cross
sections and approximated the W/Z + jets backgrounds
with W/Z + 4 jet. Higher order processes and the
uncertainty on the background cross section will be
subsumed into a multiplicative factor. One may worry
that a flat multiplicative factor does not sufficiently
capture the effects of higher jet multiplicity processes,
as W/Z + 5+ jets have more jets and should more
easily pass the basic selection cuts. However, higher
multiplicity processes also have more jets passing our
“ISR jet” criteria and thus tend to have higher values of
ρ, resulting in a lower final efficiency. To test the impact
of higher multiplicity processes on our background
estimates, we compared a Z + 4 jet sample with a
matched Z + 4+ jet, both generated with SHERPA
2.2.0 [50]. Passing both background estimates through
our analysis, we find the final efficiencies are comparable,
well within the scale and parton distribution function
uncertainties. Therefore we will adhere to the simpler
procedure of modeling the full background with lowest
order W/Z+4 jets and a multiplicative O(1) uncertainty
factor.
Table I shows the efficiencies of the cut flow employed
in this paper. For illustration, we take mg˜ = 1 TeV,
/E
cut
T,8 = 60 GeV at
√
s = 8 TeV, L = 20 fb−1. Cuts I
and II are already capable of selecting more signal events
than the background, but we see that it is Cut III that
makes the greatest difference. As further illustration of
this point, Fig. 2 shows the signal and background dis-
tributions in the variable ρ after the imposition of Cuts
I and II. We see a clear peak in the signal distribution at
low ρ, as opposed to the background which is more evenly
distributed. As explained earlier, the ratio NISR/Nhonest
helps populate the signal more densely near ρ = 0.
After all the cuts are imposed, we obtain the signifi-
cance of the signal defined as
σ ≡ S√
B(1 + δ)
, (9)
with S and B the number of signal and background
events and where δ captures systematic uncertainties in
the background estimate that we will describe shortly.
In Fig. 3 we plot σ as a function of mg˜ after passing the
events through our cuts. The left-hand plot corresponds
to
√
s = 8 TeV at an integrated luminosity L = 20 fb−1,
with /E
cut
T,8 = 60 GeV. The right-hand plot shows our
projected sensitivity to searches at
√
s = 13 TeV, the
green (blue) curve corresponding to L = 20 fb−1(3 ab−1).
Here, /E
cut
T,13 = 90 GeV. In making these plots, we vary the
background by a factor of 2 in either direction to allow for
uncertainties due to matching procedures and choice of
factorization scale. This amounts to varying the system-
atic uncertainty δ between -50% and 100%. We denote
this uncertainty by bands around the curves. These un-
certainties are a conservative choice. For instance, one
may compare this with the background uncertainty from
the variation of the common renormalization and factor-
ization scale up and down by a factor of 2. The back-
ground cross-section at 8 TeV then varies by a maximum
of 27%, and at 13 TeV by a maximum of 26%. Similarly,
one may wish to compare with the PDF uncertainty. If
we use the PDF set CTEQ6L1, the background cross-
section at 8 TeV (13 TeV) changes by only 12% (7%).
We reassert that these plots represent cuts that as-
sume that the QCD multi-jet background is removed.
Analogous curves may be drawn for other choices of /E
cut
T,8
and /E
cut
T,13; which choice is best-suited for eliminating the
background can only be verified by experiment.
If we take the central values of the bands in Fig. 3, we
get the following results. First, even with current 8 TeV
data, we have a 5σ discovery reach of out to about mg˜ =
850 GeV. The 3σ exclusion limit is mg˜ = 900 GeV. This
is our most optimistic result, based on the assumption
that the QCD multijet background is removed for /E
cut
T,8 =
60 GeV. We expect the limits to be looser for harder cuts
on the MET. Therefore, for /E
cut
T,8 = 100 GeV (140 GeV)
the 5σ reach falls to mg˜ = 840 GeV (825 GeV) and the 3σ
limit to mg˜ = 890 GeV (880 GeV). This is the principal
result of our paper. We remind the reader that current
search techniques based on jets + MET and MT2-like
variables have no sensitivity at mg˜ > 600 GeV for gluinos
in the compressed region. As we go to the 13 TeV LHC,
in the optimistic case of /E
cut
T,13 = 90 GeV, the 5σ reach
extends to mg˜ = 990 GeV with a luminosity of 20 fb
−1.
If we ramp up the luminosity to 3 ab−1, we can push the
discovery reach to 1370 GeV. As before, a harder MET
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FIG. 1. Area-normalized event distributions of the quantities on the LHS of Eq. (8). We take
√
s = 8 TeV, L = 20 fb−1 and
mg˜ = 1 TeV for illustration. From these distributions we can infer that the combination of quantities that defines ρ peaks at
smaller values for the signal. See also Fig. 2 that validates this.
√
s = 8 TeV, L = 20 fb−1
/E
cut
T,8 3σ 5σ
60 GeV 900 GeV 850 GeV
100 GeV 890 GeV 840 GeV
140 GeV 880 GeV 825 GeV
√
s = 13 TeV, 5σ reach
/E
cut
T,13 L = 20 fb−1 L = 3 ab−1
90 GeV 990 GeV 1370 GeV
180 GeV 980 GeV 1360 GeV
TABLE II. Summary of our results. These limits are quoted using the central values in curves such as Fig. 3, given the
uncertainties in background estimation. The QCD multijet background is assumed eliminated for each value of /E
cut
T,8 and /E
cut
T,13
shown.
cut affects this result slightly. For /E
cut
T,13 = 180 GeV,
the reach is mg˜ = 980 GeV (1360 GeV) for a luminosity
of 20 fb−1(3 ab−1). These results are summarized in
Table II.
We summarize with the two reasons why we get
stronger limits and higher sensitivies. First, we devised
cuts that exploit the unique kinematic features of the
compressed gluino-bino spectrum. In particular, the ρ
variable takes advantage of the recoil of neutralinos and
jets against ISR, and of the large multiplicity of soft
jets in the signal. Second, we made full use of available
triggers. Current searches at ATLAS and CMS select
signal regions where the trigger is 100% efficient. This
usually results in hard cuts on jet pT (or total HT ) and
/ET , killing sensitivity to compressed regions. We have
shown how softer cuts can be imposed by engaging the
entire range of the trigger despite imperfect efficiencies.
While our analysis may not be completely realistic,
we have shown that good sensitivities are achievable.
We therefore urge experimental collaborations to make
trigger menus more publicly available.
III. DISCUSSIONS
In our work we took a fixed mass splitting, ∆M =
100 GeV. The variation of this parameter has a non-
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FIG. 2. Area-normalized event distributions in ρ (defined in
Eq. (8)) after imposing Cuts I and II. We take
√
s = 8 TeV,
L = 20 fb−1 and mg˜ = 1 TeV for illustration. The signal
distinctly peaks near low ρ because of kinematic features (ii)-
(iv) described in the text.
trivial effect on our strategy. As the signal MET peaks
at ∆M , for smaller values the background and signal
MET distributions begin to overlap. Further, the poor
trigger efficiencies at small /ET filter fewer signal events.
As we dial ∆M higher than 100 GeV, the cuts we impose
start losing their power as they are devised specifically
for the features of a compressed region; for the gluino
masses considered, we find that for ∆M & 180 GeV our
strategy is less sensitive than the usual jets+MET cut-
and-count strategy (taking into account the full trigger
range). Therefore, ∆M = 100 GeV is an optimum value
for the method presented here.
We further illustrate the above point by making an
“apples-to-apples” comparison between our strategy and
the most recent search presented by CMS in the Run II
of LHC, with
√
s = 13 TeV and L = 12.9 fb−1 [53]. In
Fig. 4, the solid brown curve depicts the 95% C.L. ex-
clusion limit by CMS in the mg˜-mχ˜0 plane; the dashed
brown curves are the ±1σ uncertainties. The solid ma-
genta curve is the 2σ exclusion curve of our strategy; the
dashed magenta curves capture the uncertainty for back-
ground variations by a factor of 2. Here we have taken
the basic MET cut /E
cut
T,13 to be 90 GeV, which is our most
optimistic scenario for eliminating the QCD background.
For ∆M = 100 GeV, CMS excludes mg˜ ≤ 900 GeV,
whereas our strategy can exclude mg˜ ≤ 1090 GeV. As we
increase ∆M our strategy worsens – for ∆M & 200 GeV,
the CMS search clearly overtakes us, as observed in the
regions right-side of points where the brown and magenta
curves cross. This plot demonstrates the need for exper-
imental collaborations to use dedicated search strategies
in compressed regions.
As already mentioned in the Introduction, we may
extend our strategy to compressed spectra involving
squarks and non-supersymmetric colored particles. Ex-
tensions to uncolored spectra are also possible. For in-
stance, instead of an ISR jet, an ISR photon or W/Z may
be used instead for the search of a compressed slepton-
neutralino or chargino-neutralino spectrum. While ideas
along these lines have been explored in [31–40], we ven-
ture that a variable analogous to ρ may be constructed,
involving leptons instead of jets.
If we believe supersymmetry to be the cure to both
electroweak fine-tuning and the mystery of dark matter,
the null results from conventional searches are only a part
of the story. The natural place to look next is the com-
pressed region, where light superpartners may hide and
co-annihilate with DM to set its abundance. We urge
the theory and experimental communities to take these
regions seriously and survey them comprehensively with
dedicated techniques.
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